
Resolution – Voting for Resolutions  

Aim: To enable resolutions to be voted on at the BACP AGM with the support of 3% 

of members.  

Summary: The current level of support required for a resolution to be voted on at the 

AGM is 5%. This resolution argues this figure is too high, and that this percentage 

should be reduced to 3% of members’ support.  

Context: The BACP resolutions and motions process states the following “A resolution 

requires the support of 5% of the membership before it can be put to vote at the AGM. 

This is to make sure that approved resolutions, which are legally binding on the 

Association, are representative of the members. This is in common with best practice 

right across the charity sector.” (BACP, 2020).  

This resolution argues requiring 5% membership support for a resolution, to enable a 

vote at the AGM, creates an unachievable and unrealistic goal.  

There has never been a BACP resolution or motion which has achieved the support 

of 5% of the membership.  

The BACP resolutions and motions process was changed by BACP (without 

consultation with members) in 2018. This change to the process dramatically 

increased the requirement for a resolution to be voted on, from 25 votes per resolution 

to approximately 2500 (i.e. 5% of 50,000 members). Whilst BACP argue this 

percentage is within standard procedures of most charities, it is important to 

acknowledge that within our profession, engagement with the resolutions process has 

been historically low. Whilst it is important to achieve some form of agreement from 

members about the implementation of members’ resolutions, this resolution argues 

that the current percentage of 5% is too high. This resolution argues that 3% is a more 

sensible figure, for the reasons outlined below.  

• There has never been 5% support for a member’s resolution.  

• There has been a resolution which has achieved 3.5% of membership support 

in a previous vote. This was the highest level achieved by any members’ 

resolution.  

• The BACP does not actively engage members in detailed discussions or 

debates around BACP resolutions and motions. This, effectively, reduces the 

level of awareness of members with any proposed resolutions and the related 

voting process. This negatively impacts on the engagement of members with 

this process and the % of members who vote for any resolution or motion.  

• There is an inequality within the BACP resolutions and motions process which 

effectively restricts the engagement of some members. For example, an 

inadequate promotion of postal voting by BACP effectively leaves out some 

members from voting. In addition, there have been reports of members not 

receiving their link to vote on resolutions during the voting period.  

The implications for this resolution, if voted for, would lead to a higher level of 

accountability from BACP to their membership. It would have minimal financial 



implications, as it would only require amendments to the wording and implementation 

of the resolutions and motions policy and procedure.  

It is unlikely this resolution will be passed, due to the high level of support required for 

any resolution to be voted on (as described above). However, if it is supported and 

voted for, this will enable any future members greater chance of having their 

resolutions voted on by the membership. If this resolution is not supported, then its 

submission will still act as an instrument for highlighting this issue within the BACP.  
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